
 
We  are  also  creating  Pamper  Hampers
from  local  SE20  small/micro  businesses
which  will  be  sent  with  the  scrubs.  The
idea  is  to  help  create  smiles  amongst  the
staff,  to  say  we’re  thinking  of  them  all.
Businesses  such  as ;  Gerri  Keniger,  Artist,
Carnival  Coffee,  Taylor  & Abel  and  Pip  &
Lil  have  contributed  to  the  Pamper
Hampers.  There  are  more  businesses
contributing.
 
People  are  emailing  me  with  kind
messages  to  be  written  on  the  back  of
the  postcards,  so  each  postcard  is
different  and  genuinely  from  the
community.  If  you  have  a  message  of
thanks  please  email ;
taylorabelmail@gmail.com  
 
As  businesses  we  can  donate  so  much
however  we  would  like  to  create  more
pamper  hampers.  A  donations  page  has
been  set  up  if  you  wish  to  donate
towards  them,  you  can  use  this  link ;
https://www.justgiving.com/crowdfundin
g/se20pamperhampers?
utm_term=QjZZGNgGg
 
A  huge  thanks  goes  out  to  all  that  has
donated  on  both  initiatives.  What  a
wonderful  community  we  have.  xx

With  hospital  admissions  rising,  a  new
more  transmissible,  variant  it’s  become
clear  that  our  hospital  staff  are  on  the
edge!  Since  we’ve  learnt  that  because  of
the  new  variant,  scrubs  are  in  high
regional  demand.  ‘Anyone  know  how  to
sort  scrubs  out….’ A  volunteer  posted…
We  do,  I  replied!  
 
I  had  organised  last  March  a  scrubs
group,  whilst  not  as  manic  as  last  year,
because  of  the  new  variant,  it  is
understood  that  more  people  are  being
drafted  in  and  more  changes  of  scrubs
are  made  during  the  day,  its  slightly
pressured  regionally.   
 
To  start  off,  Fiona  Lawrie  offered  her
organisational  skills,  while  I  ordered  the
fabric  in,  created  a  group  and  a
donations  page  in  which  we  have  nearly
raised  £1000  for  sewers  to  get  on  and
create  the  scrubs  needed.  
Here  is  the  link   -
https://www.justgiving.com/crowdfundin
g/scrubsfabric?utm_term=eMEmyWz8e  )

So  far,  we  have  managed  to  get  as  much
fabric  as  the  donations  page  can  afford  in
the  specific  colours
required.  We  are  due  to  receive  our  1st
batch  of  scrubs  this  week,  to  go  directly
to  the  PRUH.  We  can’t  wait  to  see  them
go  off  to  the  staff.

Weʼre raising £1,000 to
pay for materials for
sewing Scrubs so
desperately needed to keep
up with demand in these
difficult times.

We are also creating
Pamper Hampers from
local SE20 small/micro
businesses which will be
sent with the scrubs.
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